


screwdriver required



To begin assembly, use the allen key provided and a flathead 
screwdriver to loosely attach Upper Backboard [3], Lower Backboard 
[4] and Support Brace [5] to the Highchair Leg [1] using long screws (B) 
and bolt nuts (C).

Hold the nut using the flathead screwdriver to ensure it is in the right 
position for the screws.  All screws will be tightened in later steps. 

Attach Rods (6) to the Highchair Leg [1] using 2 x screws (A) and 
loosely tighten using the allen key. 
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Attach Highchair Leg [2] by repeating Step 1.  Don’t fully tighten screws 
yet.



Slide seat board [7] at the appropriate height for your child’s comfort. 
For babies we recommend positioning the seat on the first or second 
level down. Slide the foot board [8] into the slots, 3 spaces below the 
top metal rod. If the seat and foot boards are slipping out of the slots, 
slightly tighten Rods [6] with the allen key. Alternatively, loosen Rods 
[6] if there is resistance sliding the boards into their position.



1. Open the strap fully as shown below.

3. Then feed the length of the strap through the slot until it reaches the
wings. Angle the strap to get the corner of the wings to go in as show
below.

2. Fold the wing pieces flat on top of each other with the soft 
velcro side facing up. This will help the strap slide through the 
slot more easily.
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Gradually pull safety strap through the groove in the Seat board [7] and 
through the underside of the tray [9] as shown. Pull the strap tight and 
fold over the velcro flaps onto the strap to secure it in place.
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1. Tighten first

1. Tighten first

3. Tighten third

5. Tighten fifth

2. Tighten second

2. Tighten second

4. Tighten fourth

6. Tighten sixth
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